Kettle Creek Corporation, is an S-corporation founded in Pennsylvania in 1992. It encompasses our name brand, Windsor Barrel Works, created August 9,1983. We manufacture recycling and waste bins made from post-consumer, recycled: HDPE, PET, and aluminum; suitable for all commercial and residential, indoor and outdoor spaces. They are Green, Sustainable products that promote a closed-loop system.

Products

**Clusters®** - 95% post-consumer recycled plastic lumber, framework of post-industrial aluminum, and stainless steel fasteners for durability. Comes in various lids, options for doors, color choices, and with custom graphics.

**Canables®** - 100% Recycled PET clear plastic which shows what you collect, 50% post-consumer, recycled HDPE, or galvanized steel that is sturdy and fire resistant; 30, 36 and 55 gallon sizes. Promote your own recycling/trash collection program with colorful graphics.

**Mainstreet™** - Cast aluminum and recycled plastic lumber, imparts a traditional look, 32 gallon capacity, lockable top access, and can be anchored in place.

**Halos™** - Bag and Frame System of powder coated steel, in 30 and 55 gallon sizes. Portable, can be lawn-mounted or freestanding. Use any bag size. Custom graphics available.

**Cart Corrals™** - Attractive means to organize your wheeled 64 or 96 gallon trash carts when used in public

**Custom Containers** - We can assist in completing your collection program with our complementary styles that fasten securely to your present containers. Call us for information.